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CREATIVE FIRE
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The Creative concrete fire pits and urn collection is a cutting edge modern line of lightweight concrete fire pits, planters, architectural and decor pieces,
furniture and wall tiles that embody the highest levels of quality, design, craftsmanship, and materials. All of our products are made with pride and by hand
in Canada by Canadian artisans.Our proprietary material is less than half the weight of regular concrete and 70% lighter than competitor concrete
products. Strength and durability are uncompromised while rendering a product that is weather resistant, and able to take extreme heat and cold,
all while achieving a striking resemblance of real stone, marble , slate, travertine, and limestone.
•each firebowl comes with a chrome on / off key
•weatherproof protective covers available
•natural gas or propane connection
•60,000 BTU
Alea Fire Bowl
•5 colour options
32L x 32W x 12H / 115 lbs

Element Fire Bowl
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HOME ACCENTS
Our Corten fire bowls are manufactured from heavy gauge, 3/16” thick steel and are designed to last a lifetime.
They may be used for wood-burning or speced with natural gas or propane burners.
Corten (weathered steel) is an alloy that develops a stable, rust-like oxidation on its
surface when exposed to the elements. This layer, which continually regenerates,
provides a no-maintenance finish that protects the steel from corroding.

Bento Fire Bowl (Corten)

42L x 42W x 12.75H & 32L x 32W x 12.75H

$3500 / $4500 unit

42D x 9.25H & 42D x 12.25H

$2499 unit

$3300 unit

$5700 / $6500 unit

$1849 unit

32L x 32W x 15H x 90 lbs

$2499 unit

$4500 unit

45L x 45W x 12H

Caldera Fire Bowl

$2599 unit

32L x 32W x 13H x 115 lbs

Bravo Fire Bowl

Robata Fire Bowl (Corten)

72L x 24W x 12.5H & 54L x 24W x 12.5H

20L x 20W x 16.5H x 50 lbs

Serenade Fire Bowl

Bol Fire Bowl (Corten)

$3499 / $3999 unit

48 & 60L x 24W x 14H
145 lbs & 175 lbs

Avera Fire Bowl
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CREATIVE FIRE
Redefine one or many of your favorite spaces with a gorgeous electric fireplace.
Our Creative fireplaces offer the widest array of top-quality designs, and of course
offer the benefit of heating and adding ambiance to your space. Visit our showroom to view
our many models of wall-mounted units, fireplace inserts, and the new Opti-Mist technology.

HOME ACCENTS
Dusk Wall Mount

Celebrity Wall Mount
120 volts
49 x 19 x 6
remote & pedestal included

The Dusk offers a modern, simple design
with contemporary clean lines. The back-painted
glass offers a mysterious edge while the solid black
finish and pinstripe boarder compliment the bed
of crushed glass ambers to add a minimalistic appeal.

$please ask

Chalet Wall Mount
Prism

The best-selling electric linear fireplace
just got better with the Prism Series.
Sparkling with intensity in a full spectrum
of RGB colors, the Prism flame effect
illuminates the diamond-like acrylic ice
ember bed in a show-stopping effect.
120 volts
remote included
34 / 50 / 74 x 19 x 7

$1699 unit

Rustic meets chic with the Chalet
wall-mount fireplace. This unit offers a
new drift wood and river rock interior
that is eye-catching and beautiful, adding
a calming element of nature to any room,
style or décor.
120 volt
43 x 19.75 x 7
remote included
pedestal included

$779 unit

120 volt
43 x 19.5 x 6
remote & pedestal included

Wickson Wall Mount

The sizing of this linear electric fireplace
makes it a perfect fit for any room.
120 volts
34 x 19 x 7
remote included

$879 unit

Synergy Wall Mount

$679 unit

Galveston Wall Mount
The LED flame dances on a
bed of crushed and slivered
glass pieces creating a
modern and clean effect.
The heat comes from the
front of the fireplace
allowing our sleek
and elegant design
to be installed flush
to the wall.

Ignite Wall Mount

IgniteXL™ stands apart as more lifelike and visually
stunning than anything that came before it. With new,
patented flame and heat technology, IgniteXL transforms
the look and feel of any room. Installation is simpler and
more flexible than ever, making the possibilities almost
endless. Enjoy flawless panoramic views that ignite the
senses from any angle.

120 volt & 240 volt
74 x 19.5 x 7.5
thermostat control
remote included

$1899 unit

Inspiration Wall Mount

120 volts
36x 22 x 5
remote included

120 volt
50 / 74 / 100 x 16 x 6
remote included

$please ask

$679 unit

The attractive black finish, incredible
patented flame technology and beautiful
glass ember bed makes this fireplace a
must have for any home. Can be framed
by the Cohesion Surround Unit.

Mini Cube Electric Stove
14.5 x 8 x 13 / 120 volt
This charming electric stove
adds warmth to any room.
The realistic flames provide
a cozy ambiance year-round.

$249 unit

120 volt
50.5 x 19.5 x 7
remote included

$please ask

Cohesion Surround Unit
62.5 x 31.75 x 7.75
The Cohesion makes a seamless
addition to any modern space.

Nicole Electric Fireplace

Nicole has a perfectly versatile flame that dances
amongst the diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed.
With 7 different colorful themes and 2 support
feet, there are many ways to display this fireplace.
120 volts
43 x 19.75 x 6
remote & support feet included

$please ask
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CREATIVE FIRE

Adding an outdoor fireplace can bring that “wow” factor to your home, while adding value. Its a current trend, and whether you prefer gas burning
or wood burning fire, adding this focal point can add many benefits. Fire features extend your outdoor season, by combining comfort and warmth,
you can spend more time in the spring and fall outdoors! Spend more time with family and friends around a cozy fire, and add ambiance to any
outdoor space. A fire can also lure you to unused areas of your landscape, allowing you to make use of your entire outdoor space. Adding an
outdoor fireplace is the ultimate addition in landscape design, and is easy to do! There is minimal tear out or digging that neads to be done.
Most units are sold in kits, and are built with easy instruction and easy to use materials. We carry a large variet of fire units, which allow
you to chose between traditional, rustic, eclectic, or contemporary designs to best suit your home and personality.

HOME ACCENTS
Valencia Fire Pit ($416 unit)
Valencia Steel Sleeve ($271 unit)

49D outside / 29D inside x 15H / 1525 lbs
80 units of stone

Forno Pizza Oven
Quickwall Fire Pit
Manor Fire Pit

43 x 43 outside / 27.5 x 27.5 inside
12 stones per course

59D outside / 45D inside
23 stones per course

$239 steel ring / $2.70 stone per unit

•solid weld construction
•highest quality stainless steel
•contemporary design
for tailored spaces

Brandon Fire Pit ($1125 unit)

53D x 51H x 20H
•sold as a kit not pre-assembled.
•piedimonte caps inculded
•metal sleeve included 27L x 27W x 18H

$3025 unit

$209 steel ring / $3.80 stone per unit

Prescott
Fire Pit

52L x 52W x 18H
2520 lbs
•sold as a kit not
pre-assembled.
•piedimonte caps
inculded
•metal sleeve
included
27L x 27W x 18H

$1125 unit

Indian
Sandstone
Round &
Square
Fire Pits
$please
ask

$1125 unit

•includes Raffinato wall 180mm, 90mm, caps
and a fire resistant steel insert.
56L x 42W x 21

Raffinato Fire Pit

Manchester Elite Pizza Oven

The Manchester Elite Pizza Oven is a readyto-go pre-assembled pizza oven kit. This pizza
oven has a truly authentic feel with a woodburning cooking chamber lined with firebrick.
The unit requires very little installation time;
allowing you to quickly entertain guests and
deliver perfect pizzas. ($10,916 unit)

$8162 unit (top & bottom)

Manchester Foyer
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HOME ACCENTS

Wilmington
Gas-Burning Fireplace
Designing and building
a masonry fireplace in
your backyard just got
a whole lot easier.
The Eldorado
Outdoor Gas-Burning
Fireplacefeatures an
integrated scratch coat,
arched opening and
cantilevered detailed
mantel for an
impressive custom
masonry appearance.
$please ask

Fireplace
Installation
Video
The Building Blocks

Eldorado Outdoor cabinets quickly assemble into a virtually
limitless combination of configurations. Each piece is made of
glass-fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC) which can be installed
on any solid flooring surface without concrete footings or rebar.
Eliminate construction waste and additional time associated
with traditional masonry block installations.
Eldorado Outdoor products can be assembled in just hours;
even cut-outs for custom features such as barbecues, sinks,
drawers and burners can be done on-site. The integrated scratch
coat allows stone or brick veneer to be installed immediately,
speeding installation and eliminating unnecessary labor.
The Eldorado Outdoor Gas Burning Fireplace accommodates
gas only and includes refractory panels for installation of fire
brick (not included). The fireplace can be installed on a
standard 4" slab or paver installation that complies with
ICPI standards. Please obtain necessary permits from
authorities in local jurisdiction and comply with all
local building codes.

Sherwood Wood Burning Fireplace

The Sherwood Fireplace creates a focal point in your open air
conversation setting while providing the warmth and pleasant crackle of burning wood. A design statement,
the Sherwood can be dressed with any stone and accessories to complement and enhance your outdoor living space.
96L x 47D x 93H

$please ask
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HOME ACCENTS
Eldorado Outdoor Kitchens
Pre-configured and ready to install, Eldorado Outdoor Signature Kitchens
allow you to realize the perfect outdoor kitchen in days vs. weeks. Choose from many
unique kitchens designs, or build your own to meet your personal style and preferences.
Eldorado Outdoor Signature Kitchens are an easy solution to creating the timeless look
and feel of a stone masonry kitchen.

90° Corner Cabinet

30" D x 30" L x 36" H
30"

$699 unit

30"

Finalize your outdoor design by selecting the appliances and countertop of your choice.
We would be happy to assist you in matching complimentary stone products, such as; counter
tops, veneer stone, and tile for the surrounding area, from our wide variety of inventory!

36"

30"

30"

135° Corner Cabinet

90° Corner with
Cantilever on Two Sides

30" D x 36" H ($679 unit)

30" D x 30" L x 36" H

17.5"

40"

$849 unit

40"

40"
10"

30"

36"

30"
40"

40"
40"

10"

30"

30" D x 36" H ($428 unit) 30" D x 36" H ($639 unit)

30"

30" D x 36" H ($719 unit)

24"

36"

30"

30"

Bar Height 90° Radius
Corner with Cantilever
30" D x 30" L x 40" H

2"

36" Cabinet

36"

40"

30"

30" D x 30" L x 40" H

30"

10"
36"

Bar Height
90° Radius Corner

30"

30"

12"

30"

Kitchen
Installation
Video

36"

30"

36"

30"

48" Cabinet

30" D x 36" H ($919 unit)

60" Cabinet

30" D x 36" H ($1025 unit)
60"

48"

40"
10"

36"
40"

36"

40"

30"

30"

2"

40"

24" Cabinet

12" Cabinet

30" D x 30" L x 36" H

$899 unit

30"

$679 unit

90° Radius Corner
with Cantilever
2"

36"

10"

36"

30"

30" D x 30" L x 36" H

40"

2"

10"

2"

30"

90° Radius Corner Cabinet
$639 unit

Bar Height Cabinet - Cantilever

30" D x 30" L x 36" H ($779 unit) 30" D x 30" L x 40" H ($849 unit)

40"

30"

135°

30"

Cabinet with Cantilever

30" D x 30" L x 40" H

$879 unit

135°

30"

Bar Height 90° Corner with
Cantilever on Two Sides

5"

40"
10"
36"

30"

40"

2"

2"

36"

30" D x 36" H ($879 unit)
21.25"

5"

30"

135° Corner with Cantilever

$899 unit
30"

30"

30"

30"
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HOME ACCENTS

custom

burners
pans & fire
features
adding
character
to your
space
pricing
available
@ CLD

custom
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CREATIVE URNS

This new line of trendy and fashion oriented ceramic urns and vases offer a variety of styles,
colour options, and sizes to best fit your home or office. The ceramics used are superior quality, and
the designs are cutting edge! Visit us to see the many options within our new Ceramic Vase product line.

HOME ACCENTS
The Textured
Collection

Fishnet

12.5 x 6.5 / 16 x 7

Raw

7 / 12.5 x 7

Cirrus

grey, white
12.5 / 18 / 22 x 9

Hive

grey, white
12.5 / 14.5 x 7

Paper Bag

matte grey, brown, white
12.5 / 14.5 x 7

new
modern
planter
& vase
series
Pancake

matte grey, red, turquoise,
brown, yellow, white
12.5 / 20 / 30 x 7

Stratus

white
18 / 23.5 x 14

Indian Sandstone
Limestone Bowl
Stainless Steel Sphere
4” / 6” / 8” / 14” / 16” / 20”

pricing
available
@ CLD
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CREATIVE URNS

Our unique and and contemporary line of urns are available in many sizes, colours, and models. Visit our Creative Showroom for a
first hand example of our Fiberglass, Fiberclay, Stainless Steel, Fiberstone, and Zinc planter lines. Add volume to your living space by
chosing the correct size planter, and compliment the setting with plants or creative urn accessories. We inventory a wide variety of
elegant decorative stones to complete your planter design, and some dry material can provide a low maintenance and elegant outcome!

HOME ACCENTS
Fiberstone Collection
white, grey, black

Square Box
18 x 18 x 18
21 x 21 x 21

Tapered

31 x 13 x 13
39 x 16 x 16

Cone

31 x 16
39 x 19

Flower Box
36 x 10 x 8
42 x 24 x 12

Antique Fiberglass
Cone

antique grey, antique white
36 x 13.5
60 / 84 x 19

Antique Fiberglass
Drop

antique grey, antique white
10 x 24
29.5 x 17
35.5 x 21

Arch

11 x 12 x 12
15 x 16 x 16
27 x 18 x 18
31 x 18 x 18

Designer Stainless
Steel Cone
28 / 36 x 13.5
60 x 17.5

Tapered

28 x 13 x 13
36 x 16 x 16

Cone

31 x 16
39 x 20

Flower Box
36 x 8 x 29

pricing
available
@ CLD

Fiberclay Collection (cream, grey, anthracite)
Column

20 x 9 x 9
27.5 x 12 x 12
35.5 x 14.5 x 14.5

Cone

28 x 13
36 x 16.5

Tapered

19.5 x 9.5
27 x 12.5
36.5 x 15.5

Flower Box
23 x 17 x 9
27 x 22 x 11
37 x 30 x 13

new
modern
planter
& vase
series

Zinc Collection

red, white, black, green, charcoal
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CREATIVE URNS

HOME ACCENTS

Made of the highest grade PolyResin, which helps to retain soil moisture, provide UV protection and extend product lifespan to over 10 years.
Manufactured from recycled inputs, the PolyResin used is an environmentally friendly product with a limited carbon footprint. Our planters are fully
resistant to the elements - these planters are designed to withstand temperatures below freezing without cracking or splitting.
All planters are available in 3 colours (black, charcoal, bronze), and 2 textures (flat, lined).

Kobo

Our most versatile planter.
The Kobo design can be used
as an outdoor statement piece
or a table top accent. Made of
a durable, weather resistant
plastic resin base, the Kobo
is ideal for all weather conditions.

$39 (14 x 6 x 11)
$65 (18 x 8 x 15)
$99 (22 x 10 x 19)
$249 (30 x 16 x 26)

Nobleton

Simple and modern,
the Nobleton design
is suited for small and
large plants alike.

$59 unit (13 x 16 x 13)
$69 unit (18 x 16 x 18)

Window Box
Midland
Tall and distinctive,
the Midland design
is an ideal addition to
any front entrance.

$99 (28 x 9 x 14)
$139 (32 x 11 x 16)

Low and prominent, the Window Box design is ideal
for window sills and backyard decks. Made of a durable,
weather resistant plastic resin base,
the Window Box is
ideal for all weather
conditions.

$39.00 (18 x 6.5 x 6.5)
$79.00 (25 x 9 x 9)

Sierra

Sleek and solid, the
Midori design is the
ideal planter to anchor
large, tall plants.

Contemporary yet traditional, the
Sierra design is ideal for a front
entrance or on a backyard patio.
Made of a durable, weather resistant
plastic resin base, the Sierra is ideal
for all weather conditions.

$129 (31 x 9 x 18)
$259 (39 x 12 x 20)

$79.00 (18 x 15 x 15) short
$129 (22 x 19 x 19) tall

Midori
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CREATIVE URNS

Metallic Cube

Versatile and durable. The Cube Metallic Series
design can be used as patio focal point or
an office accent. Made of a durable,
powder coated, rust free aluminum
base, the Cube is ideal for the
home, the office and the
outdoors.

$249 unit (17 x 17 x 18) small
$349 unit (21 x 21 x 22) medium
$499 unit (27 x 27 x 28) large

Metallic Long Box

HOME ACCENTS

Metallic Prism
Stylish yet understated.
The Prism Metallic Series
design can be used on
its own or in groups, and
is a wonderful accent
for all landscapes.

$249 unit (17 x 17 x 15) small
$409 unit (22 x 22 x 19) large

Metallic Pyramid

Low and Long. The Long Box Metallic Series
design can be used as an accent
piece for an outdoor
deck or can provide
interest to a rooftop
patio.

Modern yet traditional.
The Pyramid Metallic
Series design can be
used as a focal point
for a front entrance
or used to flank a
walkway .

$179 unit (25 x 11 x 13) small
$349 unit (38 x 15 x 16) large

$249 unit (14 x 14 x 28) short
$429 unit (18 x 18 x 38) tall

Metallic Pedestal
Modern and simple.
The Pedestal Metallic
Series design can be
used as a front entrance
statement piece or an
indoor accent.

$279 unit (13 x 13 x 30) short
$429 unit (17 x 17 x 40) tall

Metallic Span
Wide and tall.
The Span Metallic
Series design is
ideal as a restaurant
divider piece or
patio railing accent.

$549 (38 x 10 x 30)
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CREATIVE URNS

HOME ACCENTS
Nantucket Tall Planter

Why limit your style to the indoors? Our patio planters will transform your property into a personal retreat with outdoor flair. Have the look of
wood without the upkeep with our high-grade polyethylene planters. Long-lasting beauty, durability and quality make our planters the logical choice.
A built-in water reservoir encourages healthy plant growth by allowing plants to practically water themselves.

Style and functionality come together perfectly with the
Nantucket Tall Planter creating an elegant finishing touch to any porch or patio.

Cambridge Tall Planter

The Cambridge Planter offers a blend of modern and traditional design. The curved shape
creates a unique and classy look providing a beautiful accent to the entrance of any home.
white / black / clay
16 x 16 x 28.5

Nantucket Window Box Collection

The new Nantucket Window Box features a bowed front, raised
panel design, pronounced crown molding detail and built-in overflow drains.

$149 unit

white / black / clay
32 x 15.5 x 15.5

$149 unit

white / black / clay / green / red

2ft Window Box
24 x 11.5 x 10

Bordeaux
Tall Planter

The Bordeaux planter has
a unique modern design that
is very sleek and polished
which will add the finishing
touch to any exterior.

Berkshire Storage Bin

Our multi-purpose storage bin offers a perfect blend of style
and function. The Berkshire is ideal for a backyard
waste bin and includes a set of hooks to
hang your waste bag. This Storage Bin is
a great way to hide children's toys,
gardening tools, bird seed, or
bags of salt for the
winter months.
•white / black
38.5 x 20 x 20

$149 unit

Madison Rain Catcher

8 colour options
22 x 22 x 40
38lbs

$please ask

$149 unit

4ft Window Box
$175 unit
48 x 11.5 x 10

$please ask

8 colour options
22 x 22 x 40

Bordeaux
Tall Waste Bin

3ft Window Box
36 x 11.5 x 10

$129 unit

Conserve with style! Beautifully detailed,
collect rain from your downspout to water
your flowers and save money on your water bill.
Complete with a planter top to display
beautiful flowers or plants.
white / black
9.5 x 22.5 x 35
40 gallon water capacity

$269 unit

5ft Window Box
60 x 11.5 x 10

$199 unit
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CREATIVE URNS

HOME ACCENTS
3ft Window Box
36” x 11” x 11”

Fairfield Collection
Have the look of wood
without the upkeep with our
high-grade polyethylene
planters. Our Fairfield
Collection offers longlasting beauty, durability
and quality. The built-in
water reservoir encourages
healthy plant growth by
allowing plants to practically
water themselves.

$149 unit

4ft Window Box
48” x 11” x 11”

$175 unit

5ft Window Box
60” x 11” x 11”

$199 unit

Fairfield Tall Planter

16” x 16” x 28.5”
white / black / clay

$139 unit

Fairfield Window Box Collection

Accent your home with our New England design window boxes.

Fairfield Long Planter
31” x 15.5” x 13”
white / black / clay

$249 unit

Oxford
Tall Waste Bin
This beautifully detailed
Oxford Waste Receptacle
offers the perfect blend
of function and form. With
a removeable lid and insert liner,
this durable waste solution is not
only practical, but it also adds a rich
architectural element to your decor
22” x 22” x 40”
7 colour options

$please ask

Fairfield Planter

15.5” x 15.5” x 13”
white / black / clay

$169 unit
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Cape Cod Tall Planter

32” x 15.5” x 15.5”
black & white

$149

Cap Cod Collection

Upgrade your outdoor space and enhance the look
of your patio or front entrance with a selection of
our Cape Cod planter collection. With a rich
architectural detail and a variety of sizes, you can easily
transform your patio into your own personal retreat.
(entire collection available in black & white)

37

HOME ACCENTS
Wellington

Enjoy the look of wicker without
the risk of weather damage.
(black, expresso & white)
16” x 16” x 28”
16 gallon

$149

Cape Cod Patio Planter
14” x 14“ x 16” / $99
16” x 16” x 18” / $129
20” x 20” x 20” / $159

Yorkshire Window Box

The Yorkshire Window Box has
an East Coast charm while
offering a low maintenance
solution. Compliment the
appearance of your home
with a product that cleans
up with the simple rinse of
a garden hose. Made from
high quality vinyl and
providing a wood appearance,
the Yorkshire is a great investment
for your home. (includes mounting
brackets) (available in clay & white)

Cape Cod Window Box
3ft / 36” x 11” x 10.75” / $149
4ft / 48” x 11” x 10.75” / $175

small 20" x 20" x 20" / $please ask
medium 16" x 16" x 32" / $please ask
large 22" x 22" x 42" / $please ask

Window Box
2ft / 24” x 12” x 10”
3ft / 36” x 12” x 10”
4ft / 48” x 12” x 10”
5ft / 60” x 12” x 10”
6ft / 72” x 12” x 10”

Modesta
Collection

Modesta planters
have exceptional
durability, quality
and long-lasting
beauty.
Made from high
grade polyethylene,
built in UV
inhibitors, and
backed by a 5
year warranty,
this planter will last
as long as its design.
•8 colour options

/
/
/
/
/

$129
$139
$175
$189
$219

Lakeland Series

The Creative Lakeland
planter has the look of
wood without the
upkeep. Molded from
high-grade polyethylene,
this planter offers a
classy choice for your
outdoor decor!
(black, expresso & white)

Lakeland
Square Planter

16” x 16” x 16” / $139
20” x 20” x 20” / $169

Lakeland
Square Planter

Lakeland
Tall Waste Bin

$149

$please ask

16” x 16” x 28”

22” x 22” x 40” x 38lbs
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Our Creative garden features are not only original designs and pieces of art, but they are innovative to the concrete casting industry.
Each unit is hand sculpted by artisans who specialize not only in creativity but in quality driven concrete products.

HOME ACCENTS
Giddian Gargoyle $please ask
9" x 9" x 13" x 30lbs

Head of Buddha

11" x 12" x 24" x 100lbs

Hortus Reginae $310

$259

15" x 13.5" x 28.5" x 140lbs

Our products are suitable for outdoor use, being manufactured from proprietary blends of concrete and having unique weather
resistant finishes applied. Outdoor pieces are cast in grey cement and aggregate mix and then stained. In order to produce a
top-quality concrete that will not deteriorate in the winter, two additives are used:
•air entraining: this puts microscopic bubbles in the concrete that contract and expand during the freeze/thaw cycle
•water reducing plasticizers: less water in the mix equates to a higher strength, more enduring concrete

Akahanga

Benedict Gargoyle

12" x 10" x 30" x 140lbs
(2 pieces) $299

Buddhist Gong

22" x 8" x 30" x 75lbs
(3 pieces) $299

$please ask

21" x 17" x 25" x 220lbs

Barry Frog

Brunello Bench Curved
44" x 14" x 17" x 160lbs
(3 pieces)

$375

9" x 13" x 16" x 60lbs

$179

Japanese Table & Bench
Classic Garden Bench
45" x 13" x 17" x 170lbs
(3 pieces)

$375

Giant Giddian Gargoyle

Giant Ramsis

$please ask

$please ask

20" x 18" x 26" x 220lbs

20" x 17" x 30"

26" x 13.5" x 16.5" x 1851bs
(2 pieces)

$330

Mikan Gargoyle
8" x 8" x 13" x 20lbs

$140

Large Buddha

12" x 11" x 16" x 70lbs

$315

Venus Torso $179
21” x 25lbs
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Rapa Nui Face
Mother Nature Pot

22" x 22" x 17.5" x 200lbs

$please ask

Professor Frog

11" x 12" x 12" x 75lbs

$179

Peter Frog

10" x 10" x 22" x 65lbs

$199

Polynesian Tiki
Bob
Mask large ($189) 8" x 18lbs
10" x 6" x 30" x 80lbs

$159

Cotillion Dancer

Rapa Nui Birdbath

$149

$299

18” x 15lbs

12" x 12" x 28" x 145lbs

medium 11" x 9" x 14" x 50lbs $please ask
large 20 " x 16" x 30" x 150lbs $329

Sumo Wrestler

17" x 8" x 20" x 75lbs

$215

Plynth

18” x 100lbs

$199

Hanging Portrait of Mother Nature
$99
small 11" x 5" x 15" x 20lbs
medium 18" x 5" x 19" x 40lbs $179
large 25" x 9" x 25" x 80lbs
$259

Portrait of Mother Nature

Beneath the clouds lives the Earth
Mother from whom is derived the ‘water
of life,’ who at her bosom feeds plants,
animals and men. Algonquin legend In
many cultures, dating back since the first
civilizations, Mother Nature or the Earth
Mother has been associated with plentiful
harvests, fruitfulness and fertility.

Mongolian Buddha

$75
small 7" x 4" x 9" x 4lbs
medium 17" x 11" x 22" x 75lbs $215
large 24" x 16" x 34" x 210lbs $430

medium 22 " x 12" x 23" x 100lbs $please ask
large 28.5" x 12.5" x 33" x 110lbs $please ask
giant 36” x 14” x 40” x 130lbs
$379

Tiki Head
Easter Island

7" x 6" x 20" x 40lbs

$115

12" x 9" x 36" x 180lbs

$please ask
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The Enlightened Ape

Reclining Buddha

Frog Bowl

$179

$please ask

$105

26" x 7" x 6" x 45lbs

16” x 50lbs

13" x 13" x 6" x 40lbs

Leonard the Turtle

14" x 11" x 11" x 60lbs

Pennsylvania Slate Bench

Terra Dormis

$179

38" x 20" x 19" x 180lbs

12” x 60lbs

$375

$299

Tiger Lily

16" x 9" x 23" x 45lbs

$180

Otter Family
Terra Mater Earth Goddess
48" x 25" x 18" x 150lbs

13" x 7” x 7" x 15lbs (baby) $please ask
19" x 8" x 9" x 25lbs (mother) $please ask
17" x 9” x 13" x 50lbs (father) $please ask

Kai Bowl

13" x 13" x 6" x 40lbs

$please ask

$399

Swimming Koi

small 19" x 4" x 5.5" x 14lbs
medium 22" x 6.5" x 6.5" x 20lbs
large 27" x 7" x 8” x 30 lbs

Bella Donna

Akhenaten

Hanging Tree man

$299

$299

$please ask

33" x 70lbs

31" x 90lbs

25" x 10" x 5" x 20lbs

Hanging
Leaf Maiden

Mermaid Bird Bath (Bowl)

$please ask

$please ask

25" x 10" x 5" x 20lbs

15.5" x 15.5" x 6" x 40lbs (bowl)
15.5" x 15.5" x 13" x 90lbs (stand)

Mer Family
Bird Bath Large

18" x 18" x 28" x 100lbs

$285

Natures Hand

Frog Prince

$329

$179

14.5” x 100lbs

12" x 60lbs

Frog Pot

19" x 19" x 16" x 110lbs

$please ask
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HOME ACCENTS
Hummingbird
Nector

Creative Bird Feeders

Add a touch of colour, style, and a whole lot of life to your landscaping with our selection of Creative Bird Feeders.
Our unique & innovative collection of feeders attract all sorts of birds and other small wildlife to your yard!

Suet Balls
•6-pack

Wreath Peanut Feeder

$9.00 pack

•unique easy access peanut feeders
•attract jays, woodpeckers and other peanut loving birds
•decorate with a bow for the holiday season
12.5” x 2.75” x 12.5”

•ready to use
•64oz

Hummingbird
Feeder 15oz

$10 bottle

$39 unit

$24 unit

Copper
Roof Collection

Gather the sounds of
birds with the aesthetically
beautiful Copper Roof
Collection feeders.
•sunflower chip feeder
•peanut feeder
•finch feeder
•suet cake feeder

Water
Feeder

4.5” x 12”
•removable water bottle
•heavy duty construction
•quick release base for
easy cleaning

$39 unit

$24 unit

Flare

A modern twist in style for
feeding wild birds.
•finished in metallic jet black
7.5” x 9.5” x 8”

Window Suet
Ball Feeder

Clamps to your window
and brings the birds to
right to your view!

$49 unit

$19 unit

Flight

•finished in metallic jet black
11.5” x 16” x 4”

$59 unit

Ceramic
Seed Feeder

•blue, cream, green

$19

Wingfield Squirrel
Blocking Cage

•keeps squirrels from
entering the Wingfield
Feeder Collection

$29

Wingfield Feeder
Collection

•sunflower hearts &
chips feeder
•suet ball feeder
•seed feeder

$35

ASK

ABOUT
OURGIFT
CERTIFICATES
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Our clients come to us with so many creative ideas for their gardens! Here at our depot, we hand select, and help to hand craft
an array of garden features which contribute to a beautiful outcome and functional garden. We carry a variety of stone benches,
stone tables, and stone inukshuks at our yard, and are more than happy to help you build your own custom piece by hand or machine!
stone benches, stone tables, inukshuks & more

custom built,12ft
inukshuk for
cottage entrance

stone bench made from imported basalt
skin & sawn cut basalt pedastals

cre
ative

custom
accents
for your
home
available
@ CLD
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Looking for a little stress relief? The sound of water trickling over a brook or bubbling from a fountain or bubbling rock can do
wonders for your mood. As homeowners look for more reasons to enjoy their yards, many are turning to water features. Ponds,
waterfalls and fountains are ideal for relaxing and turning an ordinary yard into a multi-sensory experience. The biggest advantage
of water features is that they add another element to the landscaping that you can't get from other means. Water is a natural draw
for many people because it enhances
whatever space they have.

HOME ACCENTS
AquaBasin®

Designed to take the guess work out of installing hand carved stone, brass
fountains, and bubbling urns. The AquaBasin® is a great way for any contractor
or homeowner to quickly and easily install this popular style of water feature.

Small AquaBasin® small
30" x 30" x 10"

There are many ways to add water in a
landscape, whether you are starting fresh
or trying to revitalize an existing garden.
Water features are also available in a wide
variety of sizes and prices making the
investment possible for everyone!

•350lbs max weight capacity
•17 lbs unit weight
•pump access panel
•40 gallon water storage capacity

$339 per unit

As you debate whether to add a fish pond,
a stream, or a dramatic bubbling rock, think
about how much space you have and how
you plan to use it. Is it for quiet relaxation
or entertaining large crowds on the patio?

Large AquaBasin® large
45" x 45" x 14"

•1200 lbs max
weight capacity
•46.5 lbs unit weight
•2 access panels
•75 gallon water
storage capacity

Many people design their water feature
near their patio or deck. Others like to
create a dramatic entrance to their home,
tucking a running stream with a waterfall
near the front walkway.
Water features can also enhance the indoor
experience, adding interesting views and/or
sounds from an open window. In those
cases, the pond or waterfall should be
strategically positioned so it can be seen
or heard from specific areas of the home.
When selecting a location, look for a spot
where it can be seen and heard without
being too far back in the yard. Some people
look for a low spot in the yard because it
reduces the amount of site preparation
needed. That strategy can work as long as
the water feature is close enough to be
enjoyed or near the most utilized area of
the existing landscape. When you go
outdoors to relax you will want to see
and hear the feature! The scale of the
water feature also is important, as it should
coordinate with the size of the house and
yard without overpowering the space. If a
pond is too large or a fountain is too small,
it would seem out of place; If you don't have
the scale right, it just ruins the look.

article continued on next page......

$499 per unit

Aquablox

Used to fill all water feature
reservoirs, which support the
filtration and clean return of
water to the pumping source.

Flexpipe

Available in any length
and any size necessary
for all Aquascape products,
and most other water or
pump accessories.

Waterfall
Foam

$24.99 16oz
$36.99 24oz

Stainless Steel Waterfall Spillway

The new stainless waterfall spillway has the strength to survive our aggressive
changes in temperature and seasons. This spillway won’t crack or twist due to
surrounding elements, and is resistant to corrosion.
•generally used to create waterfall effects from retaining walls
•clog free, open-top design reduces maintenance issues
•does not have to be removed during winter months
•16” wide / 1” plumbing port handles (2000 gallons per hour)
•available with WaterWall Spillway Kit (please ask)

$please ask
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CREATIVE WATER
Just Add Water!......continued from previous page
One popular water feature, particularly in suburban homes,
is a pond. Ponds can take many shapes, from oval ponds
surrounded by a decorative fence to those that are
designed to nestle around a few perennial beds.
Most ponds have rocks shaping the edges and a water
element, whether it is a waterfall or an underwater pump
that circulates the water. The movement is needed to help
reduce mosquito growth and add some interest.
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Ultra™ Pumps

Ultra Pumps are the complete solution for small ponds, fountains and water
features. This all-in-one kit includes a three-way diverter valve and multi-size hose connection
making it adaptable to almost any hose or tubing size.
•extremely energy-efficient, saving hundreds of dollars over traditional water pumps
•magnetically driven or mag-drive motor technology is simple and easy to maintain
•durable pre-filter cage design protects pump and reduces pump maintenance
•oil-free design prevents pond contamination
•provides years of trouble-free operation

Water elements also can mask outside noises. If a house
is near the entryway to a subdivision or backs up to a busy
roadway, a waterfall could be strategically placed to divert
attention away from the street noise.

Ultra™ Pump 400

While water features are ideal for many large yards, they
also can fit into smaller spaces. In a narrow city lot, for
example, you could add a fountain against one wall or
on a table. In medium-size houses with existing gardens,
relocate one perennial bed near a patio to make room
for a small pond or fountain. Don’t forget that a featured
bubbling stone can make for an easy install and wonderful
water effect for a small space!

8ft max head height

Once you find the balance between location, size and
scale, materials, and overall design, the sights and sounds
of nature will take over!

7.5ft max head height

$99

Ultra™ Pump 550
$129

Ultra™ Pump 800
9ft max head height

$159

Ultra™ Pump 1100
12ft max head height

$223

Ultra™ Pump 1500
16.5ft max head height

$259

Pond Liner

full rolls available
$7.99 lin ft (5ft wide)
$15.99 lin ft (10ft wide)
$23.99 lin ft (15ft wide)

Ultra™ Pump 2000
20ft max head height

$299
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AquaSurge® Pumps

AquaSurge® second-generation asynchronous skimmer
and waterfall and filter pumps accomplish what most other
pumps only aspire to achieve. The combination of
energy-efficient performance, and flow and ease of
maintenance, make this pump the ideal choice for
discriminating pond owners.
•extremely energy-efficient, saving hundreds of
dollars over traditional water pumps
•asynchronous motor technology provides
high torque, trouble-free performance at higher
head heights
•designed for use in skimmer and falls filter systems
•oil-free design prevents pond contamination
•provides years of trouble-free operation
•made for continuous use
•will not corrode or rust
•rubber feet prevent noise and vibration
•can be used vertically or horizontally

AquaSurge® 2000

12.5ft max head height

AquaSurge® 3000

15ft max head height

AquaSurge® 4000

18.5ft max head height

AquaSurge® 5000

24ft max head height

AquaSurge® Pro 2000-4000

12.5 - 18.5ft adjustable head height
includes remote control
(adjust the flow of water, on/off button)

$650

AquaSurge® Pro 4000-8000

18.5 - 28ft adjustable head height
includes remote control
(adjust the flow of water, on/off button)

$800
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Pondless® Waterfall Kits

The pondless®, all-inclusive kits create a pondless waterfall with up to
a 26ft stream. Add rocks and complimentary landscape products in and
around the water feature and enhance your back or front yard. The ease
of installing a water feature using an Aquascape kit makes the project fun,
and the outcome professional.

Waterfall Kit
Installation Video

Small Pondless® Waterfall with up to 6ft stream ($1667)
•10ft x 10ft liner underlayment (100 sqf)
•10ft x 8ft stream liner
•pondless® waterfall vault
•waterfall spillway
•small AquaBlox® (3 units)
•AquaSurge® pro 2000-4000 pump
•1.5" x 25ft flexible pvc pipe
•pump check valve assembly and installation kit
•get your feet wet door hangers

Medium Pondless® Waterfall with up to 16ft Stream ($please ask)
•10ft x 12ft liner underlayment (120 sqf)
•10ft x 20ft stream liner
•pondless® waterfall vault
•waterfall spillway
•small AquaBlox® (5 units)
•AquaSurge pro 2000-4000 pump
•2" x 25ft flexible pvc pipe
•pump check valve assembly and installation kit
•get your feet wet door hangers
•1 watt, 12v LED waterfall lights (2 units)
•60 watt transformer with photocell
•3 way splitter and 25ft LVL extension cable

Large Pondless® Waterfall with up to 26ft Stream ($please ask)
•12ft x 15ft liner underlayment (180 sqf)
•10ft x 30ft stream liner
•pondless® waterfall vault
•pondless® waterfall vault extension
•waterfall spillway
•large AquaBlox® (5 units)
•AquaSurge® pro 4000-8000 pump
•2" x 50ft flexible pvc pipe
•pump check valve assembly and installation kit
•get your feet wet door hangers
•1 watt 12v LED waterfall lights (3 units)
•60 watt transformer with photocell
•3 way splitter and 25' LVL extension cable
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Our collection of lamps is inspired by nature as each one is composed mainly of natural stone. Our Creative lights are made of different materials
including: marble, lava stone, onyx, greystone, limestone, sandstone and even river bed stones. Our one of a kind designs are exclusive creation and
addition to the entire Creative product line.
These lights are all 100 % handmade. All crafts persons possess the skills and experience required to ensure the highest quality of refined objects,
which make for a beautiful ambient lighting.

Human
Balam

Greystone & Limestone
h30 / w35 / d35cm x 10kg
maximum 60 watts with
candelabra bulb

$249 unit

Onyx Tall
h50 / w25 / d25cm x 27kg
maximum 100 watt
fluorescent bulb

Homa

Limestone & Greystone
h50 / w25 / d17cm x 27kg
maximum 60 watts with
fluorescent bulb

$please ask

Tinaalto
$please ask

$199 unit

ASK

ABOUT
OURGIFT
CERTIFICATES

Tuyu

Limestone & Greystone small
h30 / w15 / d15cm x 6kg
maximum 60 watts with
fluorescent bulb

$179 unit

Tulum

Limestone & Greystone Large
h50 / w25 / d25cm x 17kg
maximum 100 watts
candelabra bulb
$189 unit

Tamay

Greystone & Limestone
h50 / w25 / d25cm x 22kg
maximum 100 watts
fluorescent bulb

$please ask

Oxte

h23 / w38 / d38cm
maximum 60 watts
fluorescent bulb

$289

Cocom

Limestone & Greystone large
h50 / w30 / d25cm x 20kg
maximum 60 watts
fluorescent bulb

$279 unit
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Kichler Landscape Lighting

Professional Landscape Lighting adds beauty, character and safety to your home.
Path lights, accent lights and deck lights enhance the unique styling of your home, while
offering the functionality and peace of mind of a well lit outdoor space or hardscape design.

Hardscape / Under Mount
Available in many lenghts,
bulbs, and strengths.
Great for illuminating steps
caps, and railings.

$please ask

Deck Mini Light

Versatile mini size and
simple styling for multiple
applications.
4” x 2.5” x 12v

$please ask

Up / Down Accent
Forged Pathway 15803
A contemporary design
supported by quality
cast construction.
8” x 26.5” x 12v

Attractive and functional up and
down light blends with a range
of architectural styles. Matching
120-Volt surface mounted style available.
3” x 6” x 12v

$129 unit

Button Lights

Great for highlighting
walkways, driveways,
and patios.

$47.99unit

$239 unit

Deck Moon Light 4” x 2” x 12v ($119)

Lubricated
Connectors

Landscape Cable
•12 gage
•available in random
lengths and full rolls

Ripley Pathway 15800

Shallow Shade 15805

$249 unit

$239 unit

The rich textured architectural
bronze tones, clean lines and sturdy
construction make this path light a
welcome to lighting design.
7” x 26” x 12v

A design only made possible by
today's LED technology, this fixture
will surely captivate its audience
with its unobtrusive styling
8” x 24” x 4w

Dome Pathway 15810

A wider path and spread light that
is unobtrusive in the landscape.
Availale in 2 unique colour tones.
8” x 21” x 12v

$229 unit

Accent Light

Accent light in Textured
Architectural Bronze engineered
to provide the spread of light
needed with the amount of
lumen or light output desired
(4.5, 8.5, 12.4 watt)

$please ask

Underwater Accent

Transformers

$179 unit

$69 / $149 / $369 unit

2-in-1accent light. Designed
for underwater use in ponds,
fountains, and other
water features. Can also be
used out of water as a mini accent light.
2” x 2” x 12v

Kichler's Professional Series
provides the best options and
flexibility needed for most
installations. Output voltage range
will suit most jobs. Features
include a lifetime warranty.
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Gabions are a new trend to the landscape & design
industry. Gabions provide an attractive, effective, and
inexpensive retaining-wall system, that can be filled with
any sort of inorganic material: rock, brick, concrete
debris, or whatever object your creativity can imagine!

What are the Benefits of Gabion Walls?
Aesthetics

Gabions look natural
and can tie a house to the landscape by using
filler materials excavated from the site or the local terrain.
Customize your gabion design to your lifestyle and existing
environment by filling them with unique and personal items!

Environmental Friendliness

When onsite material is used as filler, transportation
costs and associated fuel consumption are eliminated.

Sustainability

Used as shade screens in
hot climates, gabion walls provide passive cooling;
they allow air to move through, providing ventilation.

Permeability

Gabions are permeable and
free-draining; they can’t be washed away by moving water.

Easy Installation and Built-In Strength

The stone fill settles to the contours of the ground beneath
it and has such frictional strength that no foundation is
required. In fact, the wall’s strength and effectiveness
may increase with time, as silt and vegetation fill the voids
and reinforce the structure. Another advantage over more
rigid structures: Gabions can conform to ground movement.

Long-Lasting

Both in strength and offering a timeless approach to design and style.

Gabion Baskets

12-gauge steel
includes wire ties and clips
18 x 18 x 18 ($68 unit)
18 x 18 x 36 ($85 unit)
18 x 36 x 36 ($115 unit)
36 x 36 x 36 ($139 unit)

Gabion Flat Panels

12-gauge steel
includes wire ties and clips
available in many sizes

$please ask
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